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Abstract
For convex sets K and L in Rd we define RL(K) to be the convex hull of all points belonging
to K but not to the interior of L. Cutting-plane methods from integer and mixed-integer op-
timization can be expressed in geometric terms using functionals RL with appropriately chosen
sets L. We describe the geometric properties of RL(K) and characterize those L for which RL
maps polyhedra to polyhedra. For certain natural classes L of convex sets in Rd we consider the
functional RL given by RL(K) :=
⋂
L∈L
RL(K). The functional RL can be used to define various
types of closure operations considered in the theory of cutting planes (such as the Chva´tal closure,
the split closure as well as generalized split closures recently introduced by Andersen, Louveaux
and Weismantel). We study conditions on L under which RL maps rational polyhedra to rational
polyhedra. We also describe the limit of the sequence of sets obtained by iterative application of
RL to K. A part of the presented material gives generalized formulations and unified proofs of
several recent results obtained by various authors.
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1 Introduction
Let d ∈ N. By ≤ we denote the standard partial order on Rd, that is, for x, y ∈ Rd one has x ≤ y if and
only if for each i ∈ {1, . . . , d} the i-th component of x is not larger than the i-th component of y. The
notations conv and int stand for the convex hull and interior, respectively. In what follows L stands
for an arbitrary d-dimensional closed convex set in Rd, L for a nonempty class of d-dimensional closed
convex sets in Rd and K for an arbitrary closed convex set in Rd (not necessarily d-dimensional). In
this manuscript we study the functionals RL, RL and R
i
L (with i = 0, 1, 2, . . .) defined by
RL(K) := conv
(
K \ int(L)
)
,
RL(K) :=
⋂
L∈L
RL(K),
RiL(K) :=
{
K if i = 0,
RL
(
Ri−1L (K)
)
if i ∈ N.
We call RL(K) the L-reduction, RL(K) the L-closure and RiL(K) the i-th L-closure of K. The
term closure in the given context goes back to Chva´tal [Chv73]. We remark that RL can be used to
define the well-known Chva´tal closure and split closure (see [Chv73], [CKS90], [Sch86, Chapter 23]).
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Furthermore, RL and RL provide a natural link to disjunctive programming (see also [Bal74, Jer77,
Bal85, Bal98, CL06, Cad10]). If K is a polytope, then RL(K) is also a polytope, which can be
obtained from K by ‘cutting off’ parts of K with hyperplanes which are determined by L. See also
Fig. 1 for an illustration. Let us discuss the relation of the introduced functionals to the cutting-
plane theory. We shall not discuss computational aspects but rather geometric ideas of cutting-plane
methods. We call a subset M of Rd a mixed-integer space if
M = Zm × Rn (1.1)
for integers m ≥ 1 and n ≥ 0 satisfying d = m+n. A mixed-integer linear problem is an optimization
problem having the following form:
Find x ∈M maximizing u⊤x, subject to Ax ≤ b, (1.2)
where u ∈ Qd, A is a rational matrix and b is a rational vector. The sizes A and b are assumed to
be chosen properly so that the expression Ax ≤ b makes sense. In geometric terms, we are given a
rational polyhedron
P :=
{
x ∈ Rd : Ax ≤ b
}
(1.3)
and we maximize a linear function on P ∩M. In the case P = conv(P ∩M) all vertices of P belong to
M. Thus, in this case problem (1.2) can be essentially reduced to a problem of linear programming
by relaxing the condition x ∈M to x ∈ Rd. In the case P 6= conv(P ∩M) there exist closed halfspaces
H+ such such that P ∩M ⊆ H+ and P 6⊆ H+. We call a halfspace H+ as above a cut for P and
we call the boundary of H+ a cutting plane. If we replace P by P ∩ H+ we pass to an equivalent
mixed-integer linear problem (in order to preserve the rationality of P , we need to assume that H+
is a rational polyhedron). In analytic terms, the system of linear inequalities Ax ≤ b is modified
by adding a constraint which defines the cut H+. The above reduction step for P helps ‘get closer’
to the case P = conv(P ∩M) since this step decreases the difference between P and conv(P ∩M).
The reduction of P to P ∩H+ is the basic computational step of the cutting-plane methods (see also
[NW99, MMWW02, Pad05, BW05] for further information). It turns out that, for deriving cuts,
functionals RL can be used. We call a d-dimensional closed convex set L in R
d an M-free set if
int(L) ∩M = ∅. For an M-free set L one obviously has RL(P ) ∩M = P ∩M. Thus, a halfspace H+
satisfying RL(P ) ⊆ H+ and P 6⊆ H+ is a cut for P (see Fig. 2). An M-free set L in Rd is said to
be a maximal M-free set if there exists no M-free set L′ with L  L′. Among all cuts determined
by M-free sets the strongest ones arise from maximal M-free sets. Thus, maximal M-free sets are of
particular importance for the cutting-plane theory (see [AW10, AWW10, Lov89] for related results
and Fig. 3 for an illustration).
L
K
RL(K)
Figure 1: Illustration to the definition of RL(K) in the case K is a polytope. The thick
solid line is the boundary of K. The dashed line is the boundary of L. The set K \ int(L)
(on the left) is shaded dark. The set RL(K) (on the right) is shaded light. The dotted lines
(on the right) determine how RL(K) can be constructed by ‘cutting off’ parts of P .
The original cutting-plane method is due to Gomory [Gom58, Gom63] (see also [Sch86, §23.8],
[PS98, Chapter 14]). Gomory’s method is applied to the problem (1.2) in the caseM = Zd and can be
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LP
Figure 2: Generation of cutting planes using RL(P ) in the case M = Z
2. The dashed line
is the boundary of L. The set P \ int(L) is shaded dark. The dotted lines (on the right)
are the two best possible cutting planes which can be generated using RL(P ).
P1
P2
P3
Figure 3: Examples of maximal M-free sets in the case M = Z2.
formulated in terms of the functionals RL such that L is anM-free set which is an infinite ‘slab’ (that
is, the boundary of L consists of two parallel hyperplanes). Balas [Bal71] introduced cutting-plane
methods with respect to general M-free sets L. For recent results related to cutting-plane methods
based on general M-free sets we refer to [ALWW07, DW08, Jo¨r08, BC09, ALW10, Esp10, DPW10,
BCM10]. The L-closure operation RL can be used to estimate the ‘cutting quality’ of methods
which generate cuts from sets L ∈ L. Furthermore, finite resp. infinite convergence properties of
the sequences
(
RiL(K)
)+∞
i=0
are related to finite resp. infinite convergence of cutting-plane methods
based on L. With a view toward algorithmic applications, it is natural to ask for a ‘convenient’
description of RL resp. RL and for conditions on L resp. L under which such a description can
be given by finite data. In particular, it is important to know whether for a given L the functional
RL maps polyhedra to polyhedra (or rational polyhedra to rational polyhedra). The above questions
about the properties of RL and RL were addressed by Andersen, Louveaux and Weismantel [ALW10].
The convergence of sequences of the form
(
RiL(K)
)+∞
i=0
was studied by Owen and Mehrotra [OM01]
and Del Pia and Weismantel [DPW10]. In this manuscript we generalize a part of results given in
[ALW10] and [OM01]. Furthermore, we also present new results which serve as a natural supplement.
In contrast to [OM01, ALW10, DPW10] we do not restrict considerations to the classes L consisting
ofM-free sets only. In most of the cases our assumptions on L do not involve any mixed-integer space
M. Such a more general setting might be of interest for cutting-plane theory, since it seems possible
that cutting-plane methods based on sets which are not necessarilyM-free can also be introduced. In
the purely integer case M = Zd, sets L with a fixed positive number of interior integer points could
be a natural choice (see also results from [ZPW82, Hen83, LZ91, Pik01, Ave11] on the geometry of
such sets). For example, one can consider a set L with precisely one interior integer point z. With
this choice, a cut generated by L removes at most one point of P ∩M, namely the point z (we recall
that P is the polyhedron defined by (1.3)). A possible design template would be that a cutting-plane
method based on sets L as described above keeps the track of the ‘best’ point removed, that is, the
point z with maximal u⊤z among all points which were removed from P ∩M during the execution
of the method. The aim of the method would be to change P iteratively finally arriving at the
situation P = ∅ or at the situation where x∗ ∈ P yielding maxx∈P u
⊤x and belonging to M can be
found. Having riched such a situation, the method can easiliy determine the optimal solution (which
is either the best point that was removed or the point x∗).
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Let us give an overview of the main results of the manuscript. In Theorem 3.1 we study the
properties of RL(K). In particular, we describe the set of extreme points and the recession cone
of RL(K). In Theorem 3.2 we characterize those L for which RL maps polyhedra to polyhedra. In
Theorem 3.3 we consider L consisting of rational polyhedra and present a condition on L under which
RL maps rational polyhedra to rational polyhedra. Even more generally, Theorem 3.3 asserts that,
under certain assumptions on L, the set RL(P ) can be ‘finitely generated’, that is, RL(P ) = RL′(P )
for some finite subclass L′ of L. The study of RL in the case of L consisting of maximalM-free sets is
of particular importance. Therefore, in Theorem 3.5 we give a simple formulation of the condition on
L appearing in Theorem 3.3 for this particular case. Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 generalize the main results
of [ALW10], while Theorems 3.2 and 3.5 are (to the best of our knowledge) new. In Theorem 3.6 we
describe the limit of RiL(K), as i→ +∞, under some weak assumptions on K and L. Theorem 3.6 is
related to Theorem 2 from [DPW10]. Corollary 3.7, which follows from Theorem 3.6, is a convergence
result extending Theorem 3 from [OM01].
Our proofs use standard tools of affine convex geometry (facial structure of convex sets, recession
cones and duality). In the proof of Theorem 3.3 we use the Gordan-Dickson lemma. The manuscript
is organized as follows. Section 2 gives necessary preliminary information, Section 3 contains the
formulations of the main results and Section 4 presents the proofs.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Convex sets
For information on convex geometry we refer to [Sch93, Roc70, Gru07]. The elements of Rd are
defined to be columns of d real numbers. The origin of Rd is denoted by o. By 〈 · , · 〉 we denote
the standard scalar product in Rd. We use the functionals aff (affine hull), cone (conical hull), conv
(convex hull), cl (closure), int (interior), lin (linear hull), vol (d-dimensional volume). For a, b ∈ Rd,
we define [a, b] := {(1− t)a+ tb : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1}. If a 6= b, then [a, b] is called a segment in Rd, and a
and b are called the endpoints of [a, b].
We use relint(X) to denote the relative interior of X ⊆ Rd, i.e., the interior of X with respect
to the Euclidean topology of the affine space aff(X). If C is a convex set in Rd, then the dimension
dim(C) of C is defined to be the dimension of aff(C). For X,Y ⊆ Rd and t ∈ R we introduce
X + Y := {x+ y : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y } (Minkowski sum of X and Y ),
X − Y := {x− y : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y } (Minkowski difference of X and Y ),
tX := {tx : x ∈ X} (scaling of X by factor t),
−X := {−x : x ∈ X} (reflection of X in the origin).
For a ∈ Rd we also use the notations X + a := X + {a} and X − a := X − {a}. Let K be a
nonempty closed convex set in Rd. With K we associate the following functions and sets.
h(K,u) := sup
x∈K
〈u , x〉 (support function), (2.1)
w(K,u) := sup
x∈K
〈u , x〉 − inf
x∈K
〈u , x〉 (width function), (2.2)
‖u‖K := inf {t ≥ 0 : u ∈ tK} (gauge function), (2.3)
K◦ :=
{
y ∈ Rd : 〈y , x〉 ≤ 1 ∀ x ∈ K
}
(polar set), (2.4)
rec(K) :=
{
y ∈ Rd : x+ ty ∈ K ∀ x ∈ K ∀ t ≥ 0
}
(recession cone), (2.5)
lineal(K) :=
{
y ∈ Rd : x+ ty ∈ K ∀ x ∈ K ∀ t ∈ R
}
(lineality space). (2.6)
Above u ∈ Rd. The gauge function ‖u‖K and the polar set K◦ are introduced under the assumption
o ∈ K. The values of the functions h(K,u), w(K,u), ‖u‖K lie in R ∪ {+∞}. It is known that the
definitions (2.5) and (2.6) remain unchanged if one replaces the existential quantifier over x by the
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universal quantifier. One has
‖u‖K = h(K
◦, u), (2.7)
(K◦)◦ = K, (2.8)
w(K,u) = h(K,u) + h(K,−u) = h(K −K,u), (2.9)
where (2.7) and (2.8) are stated under the assumption o ∈ K. We shall use the following simple
proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let K be a closed convex set in Rd with o ∈ int(K). Let u ∈ Rd \ {o}. Consider
the ray I := {tu : t ≥ 0}. Then ‖u‖K < +∞ and, furthermore, the following statements hold.
I. One has ‖u‖K = 0 if and only if the ray I is contained in K.
II. If ‖u‖K > 0, then u/‖u‖K is the unique point of the intersection of bd(K) and I.
The following result can be found in [Sch93, Theorem 1.1.13] and [Roc70, Theorem 6.9].
Theorem 2.2. Let n ∈ N, p1, . . . , pn ∈ Rd and p ∈ Rd. Then p ∈ relint
(
conv({p1, . . . , pn})
)
if and
only if there exist λ1, . . . , λn > 0 with λ1 + · · ·+ λn = 1 and p = λ1p1 + · · ·+ λnpn.
The following is a version of Carathe´odory’s theorem.
Theorem 2.3. (Carathe´odory’s theorem). Let X ⊆ Rd and let x ∈ conv(X). Then there exists an
affinely independent set Y ⊆ X such that x ∈ relint
(
conv(Y )
)
.
Theorem 2.3 is a direct consequence of the standard Carathe´odory theorem (see [Sch93, Theo-
rem 1.1.4]) and Theorem 2.2. A point x of a convex set C is said to extreme if there exists no segment
I ⊆ C satisfying x ∈ relint(I). The set of all extreme points of C is denoted by ext(C). We emphasize
that the notion of extreme point is introduced with respect to sets which are not necessarily closed.
For a subset X of Rd one has
ext
(
conv(X)
)
⊆ X. (2.10)
Inclusion (2.10) can be derived from Theorem 2.3. The following characterization of extreme points
is given in [Sch93, Lemma 1.4.6].
Lemma 2.4. (Cap lemma). Let K be a closed convex set in Rd and p ∈ K. Then p ∈ ext(K) if and
only if for every open neighborhood U of p there exists a hyperplane H such that x and K \ U lie in
different open halfspaces defined by H. (See also Fig. 4.)
p
K
H U
Figure 4: Illustration to Lemma 2.4 for the case d = 2. The figure depicts a choice of H in
the case that p ∈ ext(K) and U is a small neighborhood of p. The thick solid line is the
boundary of K, the dashed line is the boundary of U and the shaded region is K \ U . In
the figure p is chosen to be an endpoint of a one-dimensional face of K.
A convex subset F of a closed convex set K ⊆ Rd is said to be a face of K if for every segment
I lying in K and satisfying relint(I) ∩ F 6= ∅ one necessarily has I ⊆ F . Every face is necessarily a
closed set. Furthermore, directly from the definition it can be seen that if C is a convex subset of K
such, F is a face of K and relint(C)∩relint(F ) 6= ∅, then C ⊆ F . It is known that every closed convex
set K in Rd is the disjoint union of the relative interiors of all faces of K (see [Sch93, Theorem 2.1.2]).
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Furthermore, if F2 is a face of K and F1 is a face of F2, then F1 is a face of K. Given an integer i ≥ 0
by exti(K) we denote the union of all faces of K of dimension at most i. The set exti(K) is said to
be the i-skeleton of K. One has ext(K) = ext0(K). The one-dimensional faces of K which are rays
are called extreme rays of K. By extr(K) we denote the union of all extreme rays of K.
A closed convex set K is said to be line-free if K does not contain lines. Every closed convex set
is a direct sum of a linear space and a line-free closed convex set. By this, in most cases there is no
loss of generality in considering line-free closed convex sets only. The following result can be found
in [Sch93, Theorem 1.4.3 and Corollary 1.4.4].
Theorem 2.5. (Decomposition theorem for convex sets). Let K be a line-free closed convex set in
Rd. Then the following equalities hold.
K = conv
(
ext(K) ∪ extr(K)
)
, (2.11)
K = conv
(
ext(K)
)
+ rec(K). (2.12)
Given ρ ≥ 0 and x ∈ Rd by B(x, ρ) we denote the closed Euclidean ball of radius ρ centered at x.
For closed convex sets K1,K2 in R
d the Hausdorff distance δ(K1,K2) of K1 and K2 is defined by
δ(K1,K2) := min {ρ ≥ 0 : K1 ⊆ K2 +B(o, ρ) and K2 ⊆ K1 +B(o, ρ)} .
In particular, one has δ(K1,K2) = +∞ if one of the two sets K1,K2 is empty and the other is not.
The Hausdorff distance is a metric on the class of closed convex sets in Rd (for further information,
see [Sch93, § 1.8]). Some of our results deal with convergence of sequences of closed convex sets.
The convergence of such sequences can be introduced in several ways (see [Kur66, §§17.I, §§21.VII
and §§29.VI]). Under restriction to bounded closed convex sets, the convergence with respect to
the Hausdorff distance is the standard choice. In the class of closed convex sets (that is, without
boundedness restriction) also other forms of convergence are natural.
A sequence (Ki)i∈N of convex sets in R
d is said to be decreasing (in the nonstrict sense) if Ki+1 ⊆
Ki for every i ∈ N. Given a decreasing sequence (Ki)i∈N as above the set K :=
⋂
i∈NKi is the
limit of (Ki)i∈N in the sense of the definition given in [Kur66, §§29.VI]. However, in general, K is
not necessarily the limit of (Ki)i∈N with respect to the Hausdorff distance. In fact, take d = 2 and
Ki := cone({e1, e1 +
1
i
e2}) (where e1, e2 is the standard basis of R2). Then K = cone({e1}), but
δ(K,Ki) = +∞ for every i ∈ N. The following lemma (see [Sch93, Lemma 1.8.1]) shows that under
boundedness assumption examples as above do not exist.
Lemma 2.6. (Convergence of a decreasing set sequence). Let (Ki)i∈N be a decreasing sequence of
nonempty compact convex sets in Rd. Then K :=
⋂+∞
i=1 Ki is a nonempty compact convex set and Ki
converges to K with respect to the Hausdorff distance, as i→ +∞.
2.2 Polyhedra and maximal lattice-free sets
A subset P of Rd is called a polyhedron if P is intersection of finitely many closed halfspaces (thus,
the empty set is also a polyhedron). In analytic terms, P ⊆ Rd is a polyhedron if and only if there
exist a1, . . . , an ∈ Rd \ {o} and α1, . . . , αn ∈ R with n ≥ 0 such that
P =
{
x ∈ Rd : 〈x , ai〉 ≤ αi ∀ i = 1, . . . , n
}
. (2.13)
(In the case n = 0 one has P = Rd.) Bounded polyhedra are said to be polytopes. A polyhedron P
in Rd is called rational if P can be given by (2.13) with a1, . . . , an ∈ Qd \ {o} and α1, . . . , αn ∈ Q.
A polyhedron P is said to be integral if P = conv(P ∩ Zd). Every integral polyhedron is necessarily
also rational. If P is a rational polyhedron, then lineal(P ) and rec(P ) are integral polyhedra. If P
is a polyhedron given by (2.13) such that o ∈ int(P ), P 6= Rd and rec(P ) is a linear space, then
α1, . . . , αn > 0 and one has
P ◦ =conv
({
ai
αi
: i = 1, . . . , n
})
, (2.14)
‖u‖P =max
{
〈ai , u〉
αi
: i = 1, . . . , n
}
, (2.15)
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where u is an arbitrary vector in Rd. If P is a polyhedron, then ext(P ) is precisely the set of all vertices
of P and, for i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, exti(P ) is the union of all i-dimensional faces of P . One-dimensional faces
of polyhedra are called edges. Every edge is either a segment or a ray. For a rational d-dimensional
polyhedron P we denote by U(P ) the set of all vectors u ∈ Zd \ {o} such that u is an outer normal
to a facet of P and the components of u are relatively prime integers. One has
P =
{
x ∈ Rd : 〈x , u〉 ≤ h(P, u) ∀ u ∈ U(P )
}
. (2.16)
The max-facet-width of a d-dimensional rational polyhedron P is defined by
maxfw(P ) = max {w(P, u) : u ∈ U(P )} ,
where w(P, · ) is the width function, which was defined by (2.2). It is not hard to see that maxfw(P ) <
∞ if and only if rec(P ) is a linear space. By Aff(Zd) we denote the set of all affine transformations
A in Rd satisfying A(Zd) = Zd. Two sets X and Y in Rd are said to be Zd-equivalent if Y = A(X)
for some A ∈ Zd. If X is a class of sets in Rd, then by X/Aff(Zd) we denote the set of equivalence
classes on X with respect to the Zd-equivalence. The notion of max-facet-width is invariant under Zd
equivalence, that is,
maxfw(P ) = maxfw
(
A(P )
)
for every rational polyhedron P in Rd and every A ∈ Aff(Zd). The following theorem is well-known
(see [LZ91, Theorem 2] and [BV92]).
Theorem 2.7. Let L be a class of d-dimensional integral polytopes in Rd. Then the set L/Aff(Zd)
is finite if and only if {vol(L) : L ∈ L} < +∞.
A subset K of Rd is said to be lattice-free if K is d-dimensional closed convex and int(K)∩Zd 6= ∅.
A lattice-free set K is said to be maximal lattice-free if K is not properly contained in another
lattice-free set. Proposition 2.8 below shows that maximal M-free sets (which were defined in the
introduction) can be described in terms of maximal lattice-free sets.
Proposition 2.8. (Description of maximal M-free sets). Let d ∈ N. Let M be a mixed-integer space
given by (1.1). Then a set P in Rd is maximal M-free set if and only if P = P ′ × Rn, where P ′ is a
maximal lattice-free set in Rm.
The proof of Proposition 2.8 is straightforward and is therefore omitted. The following proposition
presents well-known properties of maximal lattice-free sets (see [Lov89, Propositions 3.1 and 3.3]).
Proposition 2.9. (Description of maximal lattice-free sets). Let K be a lattice-free set in Rd. Then
the following statements hold.
I. The set K is maximal lattice-free if and only if K is a polyhedron and the relative interior of
each facet of K contains a point of Zd.
II. If K is maximal lattice-free and unbounded, then K is Zd-equivalent to Rn × K ′, where n ∈
{1, . . . , d− 1} and K ′ is a maximal lattice free set in Rd−n.
In view of Propositions 2.8 and 2.9, every maximal M-free sets is also maximal lattice-free.
2.3 Gordan-Dickson lemma
We shall need the following useful fact (for far-reaching generalizations formulated in the framework
of well-quasi orderings see [Kru72, Mil85, Pou85]).
Lemma 2.10. (Gordan-Dickson Lemma). Let X ⊆ Nd. Then there exists a finite subset X ′ of X
such that every x ∈ X satisfies x′ ≤ x for some x′ ∈ X ′.
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3 Main results
In view of Theorem 2.5 we are motivated to describe the extreme points and the recession cone of
RL(K). This is done in Theorem 3.1 under rather weak assumptions on K and L. Parts I and II of
Theorem 3.1 generalize [ALW10, Lemma 4.2] and [ALW10, Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4], respectively.
Theorem 3.1. (Properties of L-reductions). Let K be a line-free closed convex set in Rd and let L
be a d-dimensional closed convex set in Rd. Let R := RL(K) and assume R 6= ∅. Then the following
statements hold.
I. For a point x ∈ Rd the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) One has x ∈ ext(R).
(ii) Either x ∈ ext(K) \ int(L) or there exists a one-dimensional face I of K such that I \ {x}
consists of two connected components I1 and I2 which satisfy I1 ⊆ int(L) and I2 ∩ L = ∅.
II. If rec(L) is a linear space, then R is closed, the recession cones of R and K coincide and,
furthermore, one has
R = conv
(
ext(R)
)
+ rec(K), (3.1)
R = conv
(
ext1(K) \ int(L)
)
+ rec(K). (3.2)
Part I of Theorem 3.1 can be illustrated by Fig. 1 from the introduction. In Fig. 1 the set
R := RL(P ) is a 7-gon. It can be seen that the seven vertices of RL(P ) are the only points that
satisfy condition (ii) from Part I.
It turns out that, for a general L, the functional RL does not always map polyhedra to polyhedra.
The reason of this is that RL(K) is not always a closed set when K is closed. See Fig. 5 for an
example. Our next result characterizes the sets L for which RL maps polyhedra to polyhedra.
K
L
RL(K)
Figure 5: An example of closed convex sets K and L for which RL(K) is not closed (for the
case d = 2). Both K and L are translates of orthants. The set K is shaded, the boundary
of L is dashed. The dotted line (on the right) is the part of the boundary of RL(K) which
is not contained in RL(K).
Theorem 3.2. (Characterization of L-reductions preserving polyhedrality). Let L be a d-dimensional
closed convex set in Rd. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) RL maps every polyhedron in R
d to a polyhedron.
(ii) RL maps every closed convex set in R
d to a closed convex set.
(iii) Either L is a halfspace or rec(L) is a linear space.
In Theorem 3.3 below we present a condition on L under which RL maps rational polyhedra to
rational polyhedra. Theorem 3.3 is a generalization of [ALW10, Theorem 4.2].
Theorem 3.3. (Condition sufficient for finite generation of an L-closure). Let P be a rational
polyhedron in Rd. Let L be a class of d-dimensional rational polyhedra in Rd such that the following
conditions are fulfilled.
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(a) There exists k ∈ N such that maxfw(L) ≤ k for every L ∈ L.
(b) There exists ℓ ∈ N such that for every L ∈ L and every facet F of L one has
(
ℓ aff(F )
)
∩Zd 6= ∅.
Then the following statements hold.
I. There exists a finite subclass L′ of L such that every L ∈ L satisfies RL′(P ) ⊆ RL(P ) for some
L′ ∈ L′.
II. One has RL(P ) = RL′(P ) for some finite subclass L′ of L.
III. The set RL(P ) is a rational polyhedron.
Part I is the main assertion of Theorem 3.3. Part I resembles the structure of the Gordan-Dickson
lemma. In fact, we use the Gordan-Dickson lemma in its proof. As a consequence of Theorem 3.3 we
obtain the following result from [ALW10, Theorem 4.2].
Corollary 3.4. Let P be a rational polyhedron in Rd. Let L be a class of d-dimensional rational
polyhedra in Rd such that the following conditions are fulfilled.
(a) There exists k ∈ N such that for every L ∈ L one has maxfw(L) ≤ k.
(b) Every L ∈ L is a maximal lattice-free set.
Then Parts I-III of Theorem 3.3 are fulfilled.
Below we explain the relation of Corollary 3.4 to the Chva´tal and split closure. For u ∈ Zd let
gcd(u) denote the greatest common divisor of the components of u. A set L in Rd is called a split if
L =
{
x ∈ Rd : i ≤ 〈x , u〉 ≤ i+ 1
}
,
where i ∈ Z, u ∈ Zd \ {o} and gcd(u) = 1 (for an illustration see the set P2 from Fig. 3 in the
introduction). A rational polyhedron L in Rd is a split if and only if int(L) ∩ Zd = ∅ and bd(L) =
H1 ∪ H2, where H1, H2 are distinct parallel hyperplanes in Rd both containing points of Zd. Let P
be a rational polyhedron in Rd. Then the set
Ch(P ) :=
{
x ∈ P : 〈x , u〉 ≤ ⌊h(P, u)⌋ for every u ∈ Zd \ {o} satisfying gcd(u) = 1
}
is called the Chva´tal closure of P (see [Chv73]). Clearly, Ch(P ) = RL(P ) for L consisting of all
splits L having the form L =
{
x ∈ Rd : ⌊h(P, u)⌋ ≤ 〈x , u〉 ≤ ⌊h(P, u)⌋+ 1
}
with u ∈ Zd \ {o} and
gcd(u) = 1. Thus, Corollary 3.4 implies that for every rational polyhedron P in Rd the set Ch(P )
is a rational polyhedron (see [Sch86, Theorem 23.1]). Consider a mixed-integer space M (given by
(1.1)). We call a subset L of Rd an M-split if L = L′ × Rn, where L′ is a split in Rm. If L is the
class of all M-splits, then we call the functional Sp
M
= RL the split closure (with respect to M). By
Corollary 3.4, for every rational polyhedron P in Rd the split closure SpM(P ) of P with respect to M
is a rational polyhedron (see [CKS90, Theorem 3]).
The following theorem shows that, if the condition (b) of Corollary 3.4 is fulfilled, then condition
(a) can be reformulated in simple terms.
Theorem 3.5. Let L be a class of rational polyhedra in Rd such that each L ∈ L is a maximal
lattice-free set. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) There exists k ∈ N such that for every L ∈ L one has maxfw(L) ≤ k.
(ii) The set L/Aff(Zd) is finite.
Our next result deals with convergence of RiL(K), as i → +∞. Since we consider a decreasing
sequence of sets, the convergence is expressed as an intersection.
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Theorem 3.6. (The limit of the sequence of i-th L-closures). let L be a nonempty class of d-
dimensional closed convex sets in Rd such that for every L ∈ L the set rec(L) is a linear space.
Let
M := Rd \
⋃
L∈L
int(L).
Then the following statements hold.
I. For every line-free closed convex set K in Rd one has
+∞⋂
i=0
RiL(K) = conv(K ∩M) + rec(K).
II. If M is a mixed-integer space (that is, M = M with M given by (1.1)), then for every line-free
rational polyhedron P in Rd one has
+∞⋂
i=0
RiL(P ) = conv(P ∩M).
Under the given assumptions, Theorem 3.6 cannot be improved to a result on finite convergence
as an example from [CKS90, Example 2] shows (but see [DPW10, Theorem 4] for conditions sufficient
for a finite convergence).
Corollary 3.7. Let K, L and M be as in Theorem 3.6 and let K be bounded. Then RiL(K) converges
to conv(K ∩M) in the Hausdorff distance.
Corollary 3.7 extends Theorem 3 from [OM01] which states that the sequence of split closures
SpiM(P ) converges to conv(P ∩ M) in the Hausdorff metric, as i → +∞, in the case that P is a
rational polytope in Rd and M is a mixed-integer space (given by (1.1)). Del Pia and Weismantel
showed that the latter result from from [OM01] also holds if P is an arbitrary rational polyhedron (see
[DPW10, Theorem 2]). We emphasize that, in the case when no boundedness assumptions are made,
the convergence with respect to the Hausdorff distance is a stronger assertion than the convergence
in the sense of Part II of Theorem 3.6. Thus, compared to Theorem 2 from [DPW10], Theorem 3.6
provides an infinite-convergence result with weaker assumptions and a weaker assertion.
4 Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let R := cl(R). First we show the inclusion
ext(R) ⊆ ext(R). (4.1)
Since R ⊆ K, we have ext(R) ⊆ K. Let us show that ext(R) ⊆ K \ int(L). Assume the contrary,
that is there exists x ∈ ext(R) ∩ int(L). By the cap lemma (Lemma 2.4) applied to R and the open
neighborhood int(L) of x there exists a closed halfspace H+ such that x 6∈ H+ and R \ int(L) ⊆ H+.
It follows that R = conv
(
K \ int(L)
)
⊆ H+ and by this R = cl(R) ⊆ H+. On the other hand, x is a
point of R not lying in H+, a contradiction to R ⊆ H+. Hence (4.1) is fulfilled.
Part I. Let x ∈ ext(R). We show that (ii) is fulfilled. By (2.10), we have x ∈ K \ int(L). Hence,
by the separation theorem (see [Sch93, Theorem 1.3.4]), there exists a hyperplane H with x ∈ H and
H ∩ int(L) = ∅. One has x ∈ ext(K ∩ H). In fact, if x 6∈ ext(K ∩ H), then there exist a segment
J ⊆ K ∩H ⊆ K \ int(L) such that x ∈ relint(J). But then x 6∈ ext(R), a contradiction. Let I be the
face of K with x ∈ relint(I). We have 0 ≤ dim(I) ≤ 1. This can be shown arguing by contradiction.
If dim(I) ≥ 2, then x ∈ relint(I ∩H) and
dim(I ∩H) ≥ dim(I) − 1 ≥ 1
contradicting x ∈ ext(K∩H). In the case dim(I) = 0, one has x ∈ ext(K) and thus x ∈ ext(K)\int(L).
Consider the case dim(I) = 1. If x 6∈ bd(L), then x 6∈ L. Hence there exists a sufficiently small
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segment I ′ with x ∈ relint(I ′) ⊆ I ′ ⊆ I \ int(L) ⊆ K \ int(L). Then x 6∈ ext(R), a contradiction.
Thus, x ∈ bd(L). The set I \ {x} consists of two connected components I1 and I2. If both I1 and
I2 contain points of K \ int(L), it follows x 6∈ ext(R), a contradiction to the choice of x. Thus, we
can assume that I1 or I2 is a subset of int(L). Without loss of generality let I1 ⊆ int(L). Then, by
convexity of L, one has I2 ∩ L = ∅. This shows (i) ⇒ (ii).
Let us show (ii) ⇒ (i). We consider an arbitrary x ∈ Rd satisfying (ii). In the case x ∈ ext(K) \
int(L), using the definition of the notion of extreme point, we see that the conditions x ∈ R ⊆ K
and x ∈ ext(K) imply (i). Otherwise x lies in the relative interior of a one-dimensional face I of
K. By assumption, I \ {x} consists of two connected components I1 and I2 that satisfy I1 ⊆ int(L)
and I2 ∩ L = ∅. Let us verify x ∈ ext(R). We argue by contradiction. Assume that x is not an
extreme point of R, that is, there exist p1, p2 ∈ R such that p1 6= p2 and x ∈ relint([p1, p2]). By
Theorem 2.3 for each i ∈ {1, 2} there exists an affinely independent set Xi ⊆ K \ int(L) such that
pi ∈ relint
(
conv(Xi)
)
. By Theorem 2.2 we deduce that x ∈ relint(conv(X)) for X := X1 ∪ X2.
Furthermore, x is not an extreme point of conv(X) since x ∈ relint([p1, p2]) and p1, p2 ∈ conv(X). In
view of Theorem 2.3, there exists an affinely independent set Y ⊆ ext
(
conv(X)) ⊆ X ⊆ K \ int(L)
with x ∈ relint
(
conv(Y )
)
. We thus have x 6∈ Y ⊆ K, x ∈ relint(I) and I is a face of K. Hence, using
properties of faces, we obtain Y ⊆ I. The affinely independent set Y lies in a one-dimensional convex
set I and satisfies x ∈ relint
(
conv(Y )
)
. It follows that Y = {y1, y2}, where y1 ∈ I1 and y2 ∈ I2. But
I1 ⊆ int(L) and thus y1 ∈ int(L), a contradiction to Y ⊆ K \ int(L). This shows x ∈ ext(R) and
completes the proof of (ii) ⇒ (i).
Part II. We assume that rec(L) is a linear space. Let us show the equality rec(K) = rec(R).
Inclusion R ⊆ K implies rec(R) ⊆ rec(K). In order to verify the reverse inclusion we show
p+ tu ∈ R ∀ p ∈ K \ int(L) ∀ u ∈ rec(K) \ {o} ∀ t ≥ 0. (4.2)
We choose arbitrary p and u as in (4.2). Consider the convex set J := {p+ tu : t ≥ 0} ∩ int(L).
Let us show that J is bounded. Assume the contrary. Since p 6∈ int(L), we see there exists t′ ≥ 0
such that p + t′u ∈ bd(L). Since J is unbounded, we have (p + t′u) + tu ∈ L for every t ≥ 0. Thus
u ∈ rec(L). On the other hand, by the convexity of L, (p+ t′u)− tu 6∈ L for every t > 0. Thus, u 6= o,
u ∈ rec(L), −u 6∈ rec(L). It follows that rec(L) is not a linear space, a contradiction to the choice of
L. The latter shows that J is bounded. The boundedness of J implies p + su ∈ K \ int(L) for all
sufficiently large s ≥ 0. Thus, every p+ tu with t ≥ 0 is a convex combination of p ∈ K \ int(L) and
p+ su ∈ K \ int(L) with an appropriate s ≥ 0. It follows p + tu ∈ R. Hence (4.2) is fulfilled. Since
K \ int(L) 6= ∅, (4.2) implies rec(K) ⊆ rec(R). Thus we have verified rec(R) = rec(K).
Let us show that R is closed, that is, R = R. The inclusion R ⊆ R is trivial. In view of (2.11) for
showing R ⊆ R it is sufficient to verify the inclusions ext(R) ⊆ R and extr(R) ⊆ R. The inclusion
ext(R) ⊆ R follows from (4.1). For showing extr(R) ⊆ R we consider an arbitrary extremal ray I
of R. Let x be the endpoint of I. Since x is an extreme point of I and I is a face of R, it follows
that x ∈ ext(R). Then (4.1) implies x ∈ ext(R). We represent I by I = {x+ tu : t ≥ 0}, where
u ∈ rec(R). Since rec(R) ⊆ rec(K), by (4.2) one has x + tu ∈ R for every t ≥ 0. That is, I ⊆ R. We
have verified R ⊆ R. Thus, R = R. Equality (3.1) follows from (2.12). Equality (3.2) is a consequence
of (3.1) and Part I.
We shall use the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let K and L be closed convex sets in Rd such that lineal(K) 6⊆ rec(L) ∪ (− rec(L)).
Then RL(K) = K.
Proof. We choose u ∈ lineal(K) such that both u and −u do not belong to rec(L). Consider an
arbitrary x ∈ K. Let I be the line through x parallel to u. By the choice of u, the intersection I ∩L
is bounded. Hence x ∈ I = RL(I) ⊆ RL(K). We have shown K ⊆ RL(K). The reverse inclusion is
trivial.
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward (and is therefore omitted).
Lemma 4.2. Let K,L be closed convex sets in Rd having the form K = K ′ × Rn and L = L′ × Rn
where K ′ and L′ are closed convex sets in Rm and m,n ≥ 0 are integers with m + n = d. Then
RL(K) = RL′(K
′)× Rn.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let us show (iii) ⇒ (ii). Assume that (iii) is fulfilled. If L is a halfspace, (ii)
is trivial. Thus, we assume that rec(L) is a linear space. We consider an arbitrary closed convex
set K and show that RL(K) is closed. The case RL(K) = ∅ is trivial. Thus, let RL(K) 6= ∅. If
lineal(K) 6⊆ rec(L), then by Lemma 4.1, we have RL(K) = K and thus RL(K) is closed. Consider
the case lineal(K) ⊆ rec(L). If K is line-free the assertion follows from Theorem 3.1.II. If K is not
line-free, then choosing an appropriate coordinate system in Rd we can assume that K and L can
be given as in Lemma 4.2 with K ′ being line-free. Thus, this case can be reduced to the case of a
line-free K.
Let us show (iii) ⇒ (i). Assume that (iii) is fulfilled. Let P be an arbitrary polyhedron in Rd. It
suffices to consider the case RL(P ) 6= ∅. If lineal(P ) 6⊆ rec(L) we argue in the same way as in the
proof of the implication (iii)⇒ (ii) and obtain RL(P ) = P . If P is line-free we apply Theorem 3.1. By
Theorem 3.1.II, RL(P ) is a closed set and rec
(
RL(P )
)
= rec(P ). Thus, rec
(
RL(P )
)
is a polyhedral
cone. By Theorem 3.1.I, every extreme point of RL(P ) is either a vertex of P or lies in the relative
interior of an edge of P . Furthermore, Theorem 3.1.I yields that the relative interior of every edge
of P contains at most one extreme point of RL(P ). Thus, the number of extreme points of RL(P )
is finite. Taking into account (2.12), it follows that RL(P ) is a Minkowski sum of a polytope and a
polyhedral cone. Hence RL(P ) is a polyhedron. The case that rec(P ) ⊆ rec(L) and P is not line-free
can be reduced to the case of line-free sets P with the help of Lemma 4.2.
Let us verify the implications (i) ⇒ (iii) and (ii) ⇒ (iii). Assume that (iii) is not fulfilled.
Let us show that then (i) and (ii) are also not fulfilled. We represent rec(L) as rec(L) = X + C,
where X is a linear space, C is a line-free closed convex cone and X ∩ lin(C) = {o}. One has
dim(X) + dim(C) = dim
(
rec(L)
)
. Since (iii) is not fulfilled, either dim(C) = 1 and dim
(
rec(L)
)
< d
or dim(C) ≥ 2. In the case dim(C) = 1, we choose an arbitrary u1 ∈ C \ {o} and an arbitrary
u2 ∈ Rd \ lin
(
rec(L)
)
. In the case dim(C) ≥ 2 we consider a two-dimensional linear space Y such
that Y ∩C is two dimensional and choose u1, u2 to be a basis of Y such that Y ∩C = cone
(
{u1, u2}
)
.
We fix p ∈ int(L). Since −u1 6∈ rec(L) and p ∈ int(L), there exists t ≥ 0 such that p− tu1 ∈ bd(L).
We define K := p− 2tu1+cone({u1,−u2}). For an illustration to the following arguments see Fig. 6.
Let R := RL(K). By Theorem 3.1.I, we have p− tu1 ∈ ext(R). It follows that p 6∈ R since otherwise
one had p − tu1 =
1
2 (p − 2tu1) +
1
2p with both p and p − 2tu1 belonging to R, which would yield a
contradiction to p − tu1 ∈ ext(R). On the other hand, for every ε > 0 on has p − εu2 ∈ R. This
is shown as follows. Since tu1 − εu2 6∈ rec(L), the set {p− tu1 + s(tu1 − εu2) : s ≥ 0} ∩ int(L) is
bounded. Furthermore, from the definition of K it follows p− tu1+ s(tu1− εu2) ∈ K for every s ≥ 0.
Therefore one can choose a sufficiently large s > 1 such that the point p− tu1 + s(tu1 − εu2) belongs
to K \ int(L). The latter implies p− εu2 ∈ R since
p− εu2 =
(
1−
1
s
)
(p− tu1) +
1
s
(
p− tu1 + s(tu1 − εu2)
)
,
that is, p−εu2 is a convex combination of the points p− tu1 and p− tu1+s(tu1−εu2) both belonging
to R. Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that p belongs to the closure of R but not to R. Thus,
assuming that (iii) is not fulfilled we have shown that (ii) is not fulfilled. Since K is a polyhedron
and R is not a polyhedron, also (i) is not fulfilled.
The following two lemmas will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Lemma 4.3. Let L be a d-dimensional rational polyhedron in Rd with maxfw(L) < ∞ and let
p ∈ Qd ∩ int(L). Assume that there exist constants k, ℓ,m ∈ N such that the following conditions are
fulfilled.
(a) maxfw(L) ≤ k.
(b) For every facet F of L one has (ℓ aff(F )) ∩ Zd 6= ∅.
(c) m · p ∈ Zd.
Then the following statements hold.
I. (k · ℓ ·m)! · ext
(
(L− p)◦
)
⊆ Zd.
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p− 2tu1
p
u1
u2
K
L
tu1 − εu2
Figure 6: Illustration to the proof of the implications (i) ⇒ (iii) and (ii) ⇒ (iii) of The-
orem 3.2 for the case d = 2 and dim(C) = 2. The dashed line is the boundary of L, the
shaded region is K and the white dot is the point p− εu2.
II. For every z ∈ Zd, the value (k · ℓ ·m)! · ‖z‖L−p is a nonnegative integer.
Proof. The assumption maxfw(L) < +∞ implies that rec(L) is a linear space. Thus, by (2.14) and
(2.16) we have
(L− p)◦ = conv
({
u
h(L− p, u)
: u ∈ U(L)
})
. (4.3)
Consider an arbitrary u ∈ U(L). One has
u ∈ Zd,
h(L− p, u) = h(L, u)− 〈p , u〉 ∈
1
ℓ
Z−
1
m
Z ⊆
1
ℓm
Z, (4.4)
h(L− p, u) ≤ h(L− L, u) = w(L, u) ≤ k, (4.5)
h(L− p, u) > 0.
Above (4.4) follows from (b) and (c), and (4.5) follows from (a). Thus, ℓ · m · h(L − p, u) ∈ N and
ℓ ·m · h(L − p, u) ≤ k · ℓ ·m. We conclude that (k · ℓ ·m)! is divisible by ℓ ·m · h(L− p, u). By this,
taking into account (4.3), we derive Part I. Part II follows from Part I in view of (2.7).
Let P be a nonempty line-free rational polyhedron in Rd and L be a d-dimensional closed convex
set in Rd such that rec(L) is a linear space. Below we introduce a matrix RemL(P ), which we call the
remainder matrix of P with respect to L. Let V be the set of all vertices and E the set of all edges
of P . For v ∈ V and e ∈ E with v ∈ e let u(v, e) ∈ Zd be a vector with e ⊆ {v + tu(v, e) : t ≥ 0} and
such that the greatest common divisor of the components of u(v, e) is equal to one. Then
RemL(P ) :=
(
rL(v, e)
)
v∈V,e∈E
∈ RV×E ,
where the entries rL(v, e) are defined as follows. In the case v 6∈ e we let rL(v, e) := 0. In the case
v ∈ e we define rL(v, e) by the following formula.
rL(v, e) :=


0, e ⊆ int(L),
+∞, v 6∈ int(L),
‖u(v, e)‖L−v, v ∈ int(L), e 6⊆ int(L).
The definition of the remainder matrix is motivated by (3.2). In fact, if we keep the polyhedron P
fixed and vary L, then (in view of (3.2)) the ‘size’ of the set RL(P ) can be expressed in terms of
the ‘size’ of ext1(P ) \ int(L). The matrix RemL(P ) is a quantitative representation for the ’size’ of
ext1(P )\int(L). More precisely, if we consider v ∈ V and e ∈ E with v ∈ E, then the entry rL(v, e) has
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the following interpretation. The largest possible value for rL(v, e) is rL(v, e) = +∞, which indicates
that v remains in ext1(P ) \ int(L). The smallest possible value rL(v, e) = 0 indicates that v and the
whole edge e incident to v is ‘cut off’ by L completely. In other cases one has 0 < rL(v, e) < +∞,
which indicates that v does not remain in ext1(P )\ int(L) but a part of e remains in ext1(P )\ int(L),
while the value rL(v, e) represents how large this part of e is. See also Fig. 7 for an illustration.
v
e
L
rL(v, e) = +∞
v
e
L
rL(v, e) = 0
v
e
L
rL(v, e) = ‖u(v, e)‖L−v > 0
u(v, e)
Figure 7: Illustration to the definition of the remainder matrix for the case d = 2. The
figure depicts a vertex v and an edge e (of some polyhedron P ) with v ∈ e and three different
choices of L. The dashed line is the boundary of L. The thick line is the set e \ int(L). The
white dot in the case rL(v, e) = ‖u(v, e)‖L−v (on the right) is the point v +
u(v,e)
‖u(v,e)‖L−v
of
the intersection of e and bd(L).
For matrices of a given size we define the partial order ≤ in the same way as for elements of Rd
(that is, by comparison of the respective components).
Lemma 4.4. Let P be a nonempty rational line-free polyhedron in Rd and let L and L′ be d-
dimensional closed convex sets in Rd such that rec(L) and rec(L′) are linear spaces and the relation
RemL(P ) ≤ RemL′(P ) is fulfilled. Then RL(P ) ⊆ RL′(P ).
Proof. In view of (3.2) one has
RL(P ) = conv
(⋃
e∈E
RL(e)
)
+ rec(P ),
where E denotes the set of all edges of P . The same equality also holds with L′ in place of L. Thus,
it suffices to show that the relation RemL(P ) ≤ RemL′(P ) implies RL(I) ⊆ RL′(I) for every e ∈ E.
Consider an arbitrary edge e ∈ E. If e is a segment with endpoints v and w, then the following
implications hold.
v 6∈ int(L), w 6∈ int(L) =⇒ RL(e) = e,
rL(v, e) = rL(w, e) = +∞. (4.6)
v ∈ int(L), w ∈ int(L) =⇒ RL(e) = ∅,
rL(v, e) = rL(v, e) = 0. (4.7)
v ∈ int(L), w 6∈ int(L) =⇒ RL(e) =
[
v +
u(v, e)
‖u(v, e)‖L−v
, w
]
,
rL(v, e) = ‖u(v, e)‖L−v > 0,
rL(w, e) = +∞. (4.8)
The implications (4.6) and (4.7) have straightforward proofs. The implication (4.8) follows from
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Proposition 2.1. If e is a ray and v is the endpoint of e, then the following implications hold.
v 6∈ int(L) =⇒ RL(e) = e,
rL(v, e) = +∞. (4.9)
e ⊆ int(L) =⇒ RL(I) = ∅,
rL(v, e) = 0. (4.10)
v ∈ int(L), e 6⊆ int(L) =⇒ RL(e) =
{
v +
u(v, e)
‖u(v, e)‖L−v
+ tu(v, e) : t ≥ 0
}
rL(v, e) = ‖u(v, e)‖L−v > 0. (4.11)
In (4.9) the equality RL(e) = e follows by applying Theorem 3.1 to the one-dimensional polyhedron
e. In fact, by Theorem 3.1, the recession cones of RL(e) and e coincide and v is a vertex of RL(e).
Hence RL(e) = e. The implication (4.10) is trivial. The implication (4.11) follows directly from
Proposition 2.1.
Let e be an arbitrary edge of P . We shall use the implication (4.6)–(4.11) given above to show
RL(e) ⊆ RL′(e). Consider the case that e is a segment and let v and w be the endpoints of e. If both
rL(v, e) and rL′(w, e) are zero or both rL(v, e) and rL′(w, e) are +∞ one has rL(e) = ∅ or rL′(e) = e
and the inclusion rL(e) ⊆ rL′(e) is fulfilled. Otherwise, one of the two values rL(v, e), rL(w, e) is finite
and strictly positive and the other one is +∞ and the same is also valid for L′ in place of L. Without
loss of generality let rL(w, e) = +∞. Then, by rL(w, e) ≤ rL′(w, e) one has rL′(w, e) = +∞ and
hence rL(v, e) and rL′(v, e) are positive and finite. It follows ‖u(v, e)‖L−v = rL(v, e) ≤ rL′(v, e) =
‖u(v, e)‖L′−v. Representing RL(e) and RL′(e) as in the implication (4.8) we deduce RL(e) ⊆ RL′(e).
The proof of RL(e) ⊆ RL′(e) for the case that e is a ray is analogous and relies on the implications
(4.9)–(4.10).
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Without loss of generality we assume P 6= ∅. If for some L ∈ L one has
lineal(P ) 6⊆ lineal(L), then by Lemma 4.1 one has RL(P ) = P . Thus, without loss of generality we
can assume that lineal(P ) ⊆ lineal(L) for every L ∈ L. It suffices to consider the case that P is
line-free. In fact, if P is not line-free, then applying an appropriate transformation from Aff(Zd) to P
and to all elements of L we can assume that P = P ′×Rn, where P ′ is a line-free rational polyhedron.
In view of Lemma 4.2 we can apply a canonical projection to P and to all elements of L passing to
the case of a line-free polyhedron P . Thus, assume that P is line-free.
In view of Lemma 4.3, for every L ∈ L each component of (k·ℓ·m)!·RemL(P ) is either a nonnegative
integer or +∞. Let us apply the Gordan-Dickson lemma to the set of matrices (k · ℓ ·m)! ·RemL(P ),
with L ∈ L, which are partially ordered by ≤. We conclude that one can choose a finite subclass
L′ of L such that for every L ∈ L there exists L′ ∈ L′ with RemL′(P ) ≤ RemL(P ). Above we
applied the Gordan-Dickson lemma in the case where some of the entries can be +∞. Note that
the standard form of the Gordan-Dickson lemma (Lemma 2.10), in which the entries are assumed to
belong to N, can be easily extended to this slightly more general case. By Lemma 4.4, for L′ ∈ L′
and L ∈ L the relation RemL′(P ) ≤ RemL(P ) implies RL′(P ) ⊆ RL(P ). This shows Part I. Part II is
a straightforward consequence of Part I. Assumption (a) implies that for every L ∈ L the set rec(L)
is a linear space. Hence by Theorem 3.2, for every L ∈ L, the set RL(P ) is a polyhedron. Using
Theorem 3.1 we see that the polyhedra RL(P ) with L ∈ L are rational. In fact, taking into account
Part I of Theorem 3.1 and the rationality of L and P , we have ext(
(
RL(P )
)
⊆ Qd. By Part II of
Theorem 3.1, we have RL(P ) = conv
(
ext(RL(P )
)
+rec(P ). Since rec(P ) is a rational polyhedron, we
deduce that RL(P ) is a Minkowski sum of two rational polyhera. It follows that RL(P ) is a rational
polyhedron. For the finite set L′ defined above we have RL(P ) =
⋂
L∈L′ RL(P ). Thus, RL(P ) is
intersection of finitely many rational polyhedra. It follows that RL(P ) is a rational polyhedron, that
is, Part III is fulfilled.
Remark 4.5. (Non-redundancy of the assumptions (a) and (b) in Theorem 3.3). Below we give
examples which show that neither assumption (a) nor assumption (b) alone are enough for deriving
the assertion of Theorem 3.3.
Let us first give an example showing that assumption (a) alone is not enough. Let K be the
intersection of [0, 1]2 with a circular disk of radius 1/2 centered at the origin (thus, K is a circular
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sector). For rational values 0 < t < 1/2 and 0 < s < 1/2 such that the line through (t, 1/2)⊤ and
(1/2, s)⊤ does not meet K we define Ls,t := [t, 1] × [s, 1]d. Let L be the set of all Ls,t as described
above (see also Fig. 8). Then L satisfies the assumption (a) of Theorem 3.3 since maxfw(L) ≤ 1 for
every L ∈ L. By construction RL([0, 1/2]2) = K. Thus, [0, 1/2]2 is a polyhedron and RL([0, 1/2]2) is
not a polyhedron.
(t, 1/2)⊤
(1/2, s)⊤
K
Ls,t
(1, 1)⊤
o
(1/2, 1/2)⊤
K
Lp,q
p
q
r
(r1, q2)
⊤
o
Figure 8: Example showing that in The-
orem 3.3 the assumption (a) alone is not
enough for deriving the assertion. The dashed
line is the boundary of Ls,t.
Figure 9: Example showing that in The-
orem 3.3 the assumption (b) alone is not
enough for deriving the assertion. The dashed
line is the boundary of Lp,q.
Let us give an example showing that assumption (b) alone is not enough. Again, let d = 2 and
let us use K from the previous example. For every rational point p ∈ [0, 1/2]d \K there exist points
q = (q1, q2)
⊤ ∈ Z2 and r = (r1, r2)⊤ ∈ Z2 such that q1 < r1, K and p lie in different open halfspaces
defined by the line aff({q, r}) and, furthermore, both q and r do not belong to [0, 1/2]2. For q and r
as above we define the triangle Lq,r with vertices q, r and (r1, q2)
⊤. Let L be the set of all Lq,r as
described above (see also Fig. 9). Then L satisfies the assumption (b) of Theorem 3.3 (with ℓ = 1)
and RL([0, 1/2]
2) = K. Thus, also for this example [0, 1/2]2 is a polyhedron and RL([0, 1/2]
2) is not
a polyhedron. 
Proof of Corollary 3.4. In view of Proposition 2.9.I, condition (b) of Corollary 3.4 implies condition
(b) of Theorem 3.3 with ℓ = 1. Thus, the assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are fulfilled and the assertion
follows.
The following proposition will be used in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Proposition 4.6. Let P be a d-dimensional rational polytope in Rd. Then
vol(P ) ≤ maxfw(P )d. (4.12)
Proof. Consider u ∈ U(P ) with maxfw(P ) = w(P, u). Let k := maxfw(P ). Then there exist linearly
independent u1, . . . , ud ∈ U(P ) such that u1 = u. For the parallelotope
P ′ :=
{
x ∈ Rd : h(P, ui)− k ≤ 〈x , ui〉 ≤ h(P, ui) ∀ i = 1, . . . , d
}
one has maxfw(P ′) = maxfw(P ) and P ⊆ P ′. Since u1, . . . , ud are linearly independent there exists
a ∈ Qd such that 〈a , ui〉 = k − h(P, ui) for every i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Then
a+ P ′ :=
{
x ∈ Rd : 0 ≤ 〈x , ui〉 ≤ k ∀ i = 1, . . . , d
}
.
Let B be the integer matrix with rows u⊤1 , . . . , u
⊤
d (in this order). Then a+ P
′ can be given by
a+ P ′ =
{
x ∈ Rd : Bx ∈ [0, k]d
}
= B−1([0, k]d).
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Thus
vol(P ) ≤ vol(P ′) =
1
| detB|
kd ≤ kd.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. The implication (ii) ⇒ (i) follows from the invariance of the max-facet-width
with respect to transformations from Aff(Zd). Let us show (i) ⇒ (ii). We assume (i). We rep-
resent L as the union
⋃d−1
i=0
{
L ∈ L : dim
(
rec(L)
)
= i
}
. Thus, it suffices to show the finiteness of{
L ∈ L : dim
(
rec(L))
)
= i
}
/Aff(Zd) for each i ∈ {0, . . . , d − 1}. In view of Proposition 2.9.II it
suffices to consider the case i = 0 only. That is, we restrict considerations to the case that for every
L ∈ L the set L is a d-dimensional polytope. Let L ∈ L. By Proposition 2.9.I the relative interior
of each facet of the d-dimensional polytope L contains an integral point; thus, the convex hull of
such integral points is d-dimensional. It follows that the set P :=
{
conv(L ∩ Zd) : L ∈ L
}
consists of
d-dimensional integral polytopes. By (i) and Proposition 4.6 the volume of the polytopes L ∈ Ld is
bounded from above by kd. Hence also the volume of the polytopes P ∈ P is bounded by kd. Hence,
by Theorem 2.7, P/Aff(Zd) is finite. We fix n ∈ N and polytopes P1, . . . , Pn such that
P/Aff(Zd) = {P1, . . . , Pn}/Aff(Z
d).
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} we choose qi ∈ int(Pi) ∩ Qd. Furthermore we fix m ∈ N such that mqi ∈ Zd
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Consider an arbitrary L ∈ L. By construction, there exists A ∈ Aff(Zd) and
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that for L′ := A(L) one has conv(L′ ∩ Zd) = Pi. The inclusion Pi ⊆ L′ implies
(Pi − qi)
◦ ⊇ (L′ − qi)
◦,
where (in view of (2.14) and (2.16)) the polytope (L′ − qi)◦ can be given by
(L′ − qi)
◦ = conv(X) (4.13)
with
X :=
{
u
h(L′ − qi, u)
: u ∈ U(L′)
}
.
For every u ∈ U(L′) one has
0 < h(L′ − qi, u) = h(L
′, u) + 〈−qi , u〉
≤ h(L′, u) + h(−L′, u) = h(L′ − L′, u) = w(L′, u) ≤ maxfw(L′) ≤ k.
Hence m(h(L′− qi, u)) is a natural number not larger than km. It follows that (k ·m)! is divisible by
m(h(L′, u)− 〈qi , u〉) and we deduce
u
h(L′ − qi, u)
∈
1
(k ·m)!
Zd.
The latter implies X ⊆ 1(k·m)!Z
d. From L = A(L′) and (4.13) we derive L = A−1
(
qi + conv(X)
◦
)
.
Thus, we have shown that for every L ∈ L there exists i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, a set X ⊆ (Pi−qi)◦∩
(
1
(k·m)!Z
d
)
and a transformation A ∈ Aff(Zd) such that L = A−1(qi+conv(X)◦). Since, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
the set (Pi − qi)◦ ∩
(
1
(k·m)!Z
d
)
containing X is finite, there exist only finitely many choices of sets X
as above. This yields (ii) and finishes the proof of (i) ⇒ (ii).
Lemma 4.7. Let (Ki)i∈N be a decreasing sequence of closed convex sets in R
d (that is, Ki+1 ⊆ Ki
for every i ∈ N). Let K :=
⋂+∞
i=1 Ki be bounded and nonempty. Then there exists j ∈ N such that,
for every i ∈ N with i ≥ j, the set Ki is bounded.
Proof. We assume the contrary, that is, (Ki)i∈N contains infinitely many unbounded sets. Since
(Ki)i∈N is decreasing it follows that, for every i ∈ N, the set Ki is unbounded. For each i ∈ N
we choose a unit vector ui in rec(Ki). There exists an infinite subsequence (uni)
+∞
i=1 of the sequence
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(ui)
+∞
i=1 such that uni converges to some unit vector u ∈ R
d, as i→ +∞. We fix an arbitrary p ∈ K.
Consider arbitrary i ∈ N and t ≥ 0. By construction, one has p + tunj ∈ Ki for every j ∈ N with
nj ≥ i. Taking limit, as j → +∞, we obtain p+ tu ∈ Ki. Since i is arbitrary we deduce p+ tu ∈ K.
Since t ≥ 0 is arbitrary, it follows that u ∈ rec(K). Thus K is unbounded, a contradiction to the
assumptions.
Lemma 4.8. Let M be a mixed-integer space given by (1.1) and let P ⊆ Rd be a rational polyhedron
with P ∩M 6= ∅. Then conv(P ∩M) is a rational polyhedron and one has
rec
(
conv(P ∩M)
)
= rec(P ).
Proof. It is known that conv(P ∩ M) is a rational polyhedron (see, for example, [Sch86, § 16.7]).
The inclusion rec
(
conv(P ∩M)) ⊆ rec(K) is trivial. Let us show the reverse inclusion. The cone
rec(P ) is an integral polyhedron. We represent rec(P ) by rec(P ) = cone
(
{a1, . . . , ak}
)
, where k ∈ N
and a1, . . . , ak ∈ Zd. Since M + Zd = M, for all t ∈ N, x ∈ K ∩ M and i ∈ {1, . . . , k} one has
x+ tai ∈ K ∩M. Since K ∩M 6= ∅, the latter shows ai ∈ rec
(
conv(K ∩M)
)
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
and yields rec(K) ⊆ rec
(
conv(K ∩M)
)
. This shows the assertion.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. LetK be an arbitrary line-free closed convex set in Rd and letR :=
⋂+∞
i=0 R
i
L(K).
In view of Theorem 3.1.II, RiL(K) is closed for every i ≥ 0. Hence, also R is closed. We show
ext(R) ⊆M. (4.14)
Assume (4.14) is not fulfilled. Then one can find p ∈ ext(R) with p 6∈ M . Since p 6∈ M , we can
choose L ∈ L with p ∈ int(L). We also choose a bounded open set U satisfying x ∈ U ⊆ int(L).
By the cap lemma (Lemma 2.4) there exists a hyperplane H such that p and R \ U lie in different
open halfspaces defined by H . Let H− and H+ be the closed halfspaces defined by H and satisfying
R \ U ⊆ int(H+) and p ∈ int(H−). By the choice of H , we have R ∩ H− ⊆ U and thus, R ∩ H−
is bounded. Since R ∩ H− =
⋂+∞
i=0
(
RiL(K) ∩ H
−
)
, applying Lemma 4.7 we obtain the existence of
i ∈ N such that for every j ∈ N with j ≥ i the set RjL(K) ∩ H
− is bounded. By Lemma 2.6, the
sequence
(
RjL(K)∩H
−
)+∞
j=i
converges to R∩H− in the Hausdorff distance. We recall that for ρ > 0
and x ∈ Rd by B(x, ρ) we denote the closed ball of radius ρ centered at x. We can choose ρ > 0 such
that
(R ∩H−) +B(o, ρ) ⊆ U. (4.15)
In view of the convergence of RjL(K)∩H
− to R∩H− and by the definition of the Hausdorff distance,
there exists i ∈ N such that
RiL(K) ∩H
− ⊆ (R ∩H−) +B(o, ρ). (4.16)
With i as above, using (4.15) and (4.16) we derive
RiL(K) \ int(L) ⊆ R
i
L(K) \ U =
((
RiL(K) ∩H
+
)
\ U
)
∪
((
RiL(K) ∩H
−
)
\ U
)
⊆ H+ ∪
((
RiL(K) ∩H
−
)
\ U
)
⊆ H+ ∪
((
(R ∩H−) +B(o, ρ)
)
\ U
)
= H+.
Thus, RiL(K) \ int(L) ⊆ H
+. It follows
R ⊆ Ri+1L (K) = RL
(
RiL(K)
)
⊆ RL
(
RiL(K)
)
= conv
(
RiL(K) \ int(L)
)
⊆ conv(H+) = H+.
We derived the inclusion R ⊆ H+ which contradicts p ∈ R ∩ int(H−). This shows (4.14).
Let us verify Part I. We notice that if K∩M = ∅, then Part I is fulfilled, since in this case one has
R = ∅. This can be shown by contradiction. Assume that K ∩M = ∅ and R 6= ∅. Then ext(R) 6= ∅.
By (4.14) we get ext(R) ⊆M . Thus, K ∩M 6= ∅, a contradiction. Therefore for the rest of the proof
we assume K ∩M 6= ∅. For every integer i ≥ 0 we have:
RiL(K) is a closed set and rec
(
RiL(K)
)
= rec(K). (4.17)
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Condition (4.17) can be verified for every integer i ≥ 0 by induction on i. For i = 0 the condition
trivially holds. If the condition holds for some integer i ≥ 0, then (since rec(L) is a linear space)
we can apply Theorem 3.1.II. It follows that RL
(
RiL(K)
)
is closed and one has rec
(
RL(R
i
L(K))
)
=
rec
(
RiL(K)
)
= rec(K) for every L ∈ L. Consequently Ri+1L (K) is closed and one has rec(R
i+1
L (K)) =
rec(K). This yields (4.17) for every integer i ≥ 0. From (4.17) and the definition of R we deduce that
R is closed and one has rec(R) = rec(K). Using the above observations and the inclusion K ∩M ⊆ R
we derive conv(K ∩M) + rec(K) ⊆ R. The reverse inclusion is obtained by representing R with the
help of (2.12) and applying (4.14) together with rec(R) = rec(K):
R = conv
(
ext(R)
)
+ rec(R) ⊆ conv
(
K ∩M
)
+ rec(R) = conv
(
K ∩M
)
+ rec(K).
This shows Part I. Let us show Part II. Assume that M is a mixed-integer space and let P be
a rational line-free polyhedron in Rd. The case P ∩ M = ∅ follows directly by Part I. Therefore
we assume P ∩ M 6= ∅. By Lemma 4.8 and Part I we obtain R = conv(K ∩ M) + rec(K) =
conv(K ∩M) + rec(conv(K ∩M)) = conv(K ∩M). This finishes the proof of Part II.
Proof of Corollary 3.7. By Theorem 3.6.II one has
⋂+∞
i=0 R
i
L(K) = conv(K ∩M). Since the sequence(
RiL(K)
)+∞
i=0
consists of bounded closed convex sets and is decreasing, applying Lemma 2.6, we see
that RiL(K) converges to conv(K ∩M), as i→ +∞, with respect to the Hausdorff distance.
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